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TWO BLYTHEVILLE LOCATIONS
SERVICING THE TRI-STATE AREA
NUCOR HICKMAN

7301 East County Road 142
Blytheville, AR 72310
Loading Hours: 7:30am - 4pm

NUCOR YAMATO

5929 East State Highway 18
Blytheville, AR 72310
Loading Hours: 7:30am - 4pm

FOR MORE INFORMATION

CALL JOE DYKES AT 502-662-2565
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MESSAGE FROM THE CHAIRMAN

As we wind down 2021, and in the spirit of
Thanksgiving, we should take a minute to reflect on
the many ways that we are blessed. I know at times
it can be difficult to see or acknowledge, but when
we step back and take a look, there are blessings all
around.
How fortunate we are to live and work in the
great state of Arkansas! I personally would not want
to work or raise a family anywhere else. As far as
our industry goes, we are all blessed to operate here.
Our new Partnering Agreement outlines the priorities between ARDOT
and AAPA to maximize the benefits to Arkansas taxpayers. With our
funding mechanisms in place, ARDOT will be able to build and maintain
new and existing roads well into the future. From an economic standpoint,
this will allow our state to continue to be competitive on a global level. It’s
no secret that Arkansas farm-related exports help drive our state’s economy.
Infrastructure allows a more efficient flow of goods and services which
retain existing businesses and attract new ones. You read about many other
states that are in fiscal distress or that have issues with water sources and
infrastructure. Fortunately, Arkansas is positioned to capitalize on the many
strengths that we sometimes take for granted.
Speaking of strengths, I would like to acknowledge our Young Leaders
Division. I want to thank our YLD Chair, Lane Loper, and Park Estes for an
outstanding meeting in Branson. We had a great opportunity to network at
the golf tournament and then had several speakers who presented terrific
messages to all of our attendees. The event this year was a joint meeting
with Arkansas and Missouri, and we plan to include Kansas next year. It
was wonderful to see emerging leaders from different states discussing
industry topics that affect all of us. I would encourage all members to
send representatives to the next scheduled YLD meeting. These ladies and
gentlemen are the future of our industry, and it is our responsibility to help
prepare them for what lies ahead.
As we enter the fourth quarter, let’s stay focused on the task at hand.
Cooler temperatures and shorter days are here. Please keep safety a priority
as we push to finish jobs. I know supply chain management and workforce
issues are still major challenges within our industry. Be diligent in your
planning and flexible enough to adjust to the ever-changing landscape within
your business.
Our 2022 Quality Conference is just around the corner – January 6-7 at
the Embassy Suites in Little Rock. I encourage you to make plans now for
your team to attend. You can register online on our website, or using the
registration form included on page 15 of this magazine.
Everyone stay safe and truly enjoy the approaching holidays!
						~ Max Mathis, AAPA Chairman
Cover Photo: Work on I-40 in Franklin County. (Photo courtesy of Emery
Sapp/Hutchens Construction.)
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Quality Work & Professional Service
Thermoplastic & Waterborne Pavement Markings
Guardrail & Guard Cable
Traffic Control Services
Sign Sales & Rentals

Office (479) 474-0452
Toll Free (800) 533-3221
Fax (479) 474-0498

www.timestriping.com
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2021 AAPA/MAPA YOUNG LEADERS EVENT

On October 3-5, 2021, the AAPA Young
Leaders and MAPA Young Leaders met together
in Branson for networking and educational
sessions. They heard from three great speakers
on topics such as: governmental affairs;
leadership; and conflict resolution/mediation.
Then they hit the golf course, had some drinks,
and overall had a great time. Thanks to MAPA
for collaborating on this fun event!

Thank you to our
excellent speakers:

Ryan Lindsey (Oldcastle)
Sean O’Keane (Garrett X)
Scott Swanson (KDOT)
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2021 AAPA/MAPA YOUNG LEADERS EVENT

Big thanks to the following
companies for sponsoring our
Young Leaders event!
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ARDOT RECEIVES FEDERAL RELIEF FUNDS

ARDOT RECEIVES FUNDS
FROM FEDERAL RELIEF PACKAGE
By David Nilles
Reprinted with permission from ARDOT
Late in 2020, congress passed a $900billion coronavirus $4.7 million, the Northwest Arkansas Regional Planning
relief bill. The Arkansas Department of Transportation and Commission received $3.2 million and the West Memphis
Metropolitan Planning Organization received $440,000.
three urban transportation areas in the state are receiving
Departments of Transportation (DOTs) saw travel
$128.4 million in funds from that bill. Nationally, a total
volumes drop dramatically during the pandemic as
of $10 billion was made available for state transportation
motorists across the country sheltered at home. This
agencies marking the first time they were included in a
affected the bottom line for those agencies because DOTs
federal pandemic relief package. Passed at the same time
rely on taxes from motor fuels to help pay for road and
was a full year of federal transportation funding.
bridge construction as well
“We are pleased that
“...DOTs rely on taxes from as the maintenance on the
Congress has seen fit to provide
country’s highway system.
not only a full year’s federal
motor
fuels
to
help
pay
for
ARDOT Director Lorie Tudor
funding but also Covid relief
road
and
bridge
construction
stated that Department revenue
funding that acknowledges the
impacts to our transportation
as well as the maintenance on was off $10.4 million since the
pandemic began but has since
funding and to the economy of
the country’s highway system.” returned to normal.
our state,”
The Highway Commission is
stated ARDOT Assistant Chief
now tasked with deciding
of Administration Kevin
how to best utilize the federal funding. Unlike other
Thornton.
federal funding, this package does not require the state to
Of the $128.4 million awarded to Arkansas, ARDOT is
match the amount with a percentage of its own budget.
receiving $120 million. The remaining balance of the
“We are in the process of developing some
Arkansas package is being apportioned under federal
distribution formulas to metropolitan planning agencies in recommendations for the use of this funding and those
central Arkansas, northwest Arkansas and West Memphis. will be presented to the Highway Commission later this
year,” Thornton added.
Metroplan, which includes central Arkansas, received

Happy Holidays from
Best Association Management
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NOTE FROM THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

Note from the Executive Director
Park Estes

As most of you know by now, Congress passed
the bipartisan infrastructure bill, also known as the
Infrastructure Investment and Jobs Act (IIJA). This will
not only provide funding stability for the next five years –
it will also increase Arkansas’ share of federal funding by
approximately $3.6 billion over the next five years.
IIJA is a huge win for the asphalt pavement industry
nationwide. The legislation includes:
• A 5-Year Reauthorization of Federal-Aid Highway (FAH)
Programs
• 55% Growth in Funding Above Baseline for Highway
and Bridge Programs
• $40b more in Highway, Bridge Grants
• $15b for Airfield Pavement Grants
• $15b for Private Activity Bonds
• Includes an Exemption from Buy America Rules for
Aggregates, Asphalt Binder, Additives, and Polymers
• Codifies “One Federal Decision” to Improve Project
Delivery
• Reauthorizes the Accelerated Implementation
Deployment Asphalt Technology Program and Provides
$30m for Asphalt
• Incentivizes Safety Contingency Funds to Make Work
Zones Safer
• Contains No “Green New Deal” Provisions
Here is additional information I received from ARDOT.
Please note that the $278 million in reference to bridges,
rehab, and preservation is a total over five years, not per
year.
“The IIJA provides funding for Federal Fiscal Years 20222026. Arkansas will receive approximately $3.6 billion in
Federal-aid highway apportioned programs. We will receive
an additional amount of approximately $278 million for
Bridge Replacement, Rehabilitation, Preservation, Protection
and Construction. In total, we will receive approximately
$3.9 billion. This is an approximate $200 million annual
increase over the funding levels that were provided through
the Fixing America’s Surface Transportation Act, or “FAST
Act.” We expect to hear more details of how this funding will

“The IIJA provides funding
for Federal Fiscal Years
2022-2026. Arkansas will
receive approximately $3.6
billion in Federal-aid highway
apportioned programs. We will
receive an additional amount
of approximately $278 million
for Bridge Replacement,
Rehabilitation, Preservation,
Protection and Construction.”
be allocated into the different categories of Federal funds
from the Federal Highway Administration in the next few
weeks. We will be able to provide more information after we
know how this funding will be allocated.”
This funding, when combined with the additional state
funding recently authorized, will be used to expand or
accelerate the Renew Arkansas Highways program.
This plan allocates 76% of the available federal and state
funding toward system preservation, along with replacing
or repairing structurally deficient and posted bridges
and needed safety improvements across the entire state.
The remaining 24% addresses capital and capacity needs
across the state, including portions of Future Interstate
49 in western Arkansas, Future Interstate 69 in southern
Arkansas, Future Interstate 57 in northeast Arkansas,
and Interstate 40 between North Little Rock and West
Memphis. It also includes improvements to portions of the
U.S. Highway 412 corridor across the northern portion
of the State, Highway 112 in northwest Arkansas, U.S.
Highway 82 in southern Arkansas, a new connection to
the Northwest Arkansas National Airport, and more.
We look forward to seeing how this funding will boost
our industry and improve our great state!
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PAVING THE WAY FOR
SUCCESSFUL PROJECTS.
Cranford Construction Company is
Central Arkansas’ leading producer of
quality asphalt. Call today and put
our team to work for you.

APAC-Central, Inc.

Greg Day, Sales: 501-416-4565
or greg.day@cranfordasphalt.com

AAPA MEMBERSHIP
Members: Pay 2022 dues online by Feb. 15!
Not an AAPA member yet? Here are a few
reasons to join:
Networking: AAPA hosts several events during
the year that provide excellent opportunities to
become acquainted with others in the asphalt
industry.
Advocacy: Our association lobbies with AR
legislators and government officials to create
more jobs for our industry. More government
money = more jobs = more asphalt production.
Partnership: In 2020, we renewed our
partnering agreement with ARDOT. This means
that we are able to work together to promote
research, communication, and education.
Go to www.arasphalt.com to view our member
categories and fill out an application or contact
the office at office@arasphalt.com.
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Producers of Quality
Materials and Construction

• Aggregates
• Asphalt
• Ready Mix
• Construction

• Portable Crushing
• Heavy Highway
• Commercial
• Industrial
• Residential
Proudly serving
Oklahoma,
Western Arkansas and
Southwest Missouri
Sales:
AR, MO - 479.788.6342
OK - 918.438.2020
Construction:
AR - 479.587.3300
OK - 918.438.2020
Main Office
479.587.3300
Toll Free: 877.920.2722
www.apaccentralinc.com

Safety First Always

AAPA RECRUITMENT VIDEOS

AAPA Unveils New Recruitment Videos

Visit the AAPA website to view the full videos!
If you would like to use these workforce development videos, contact Park Estes at director@arasphalt.com.

“I wanted a job that gave me the opportunity to advance.”
			
Tori Beck, Boom Operator

“I wanted more than a good job; I wanted a future with
benefits.”
			
Ryan Eifling, Plant Operator

“There’s on the job training and through that you are able
to move up through the ranks of the company. I started
out as a grounds guy and I’ve been able to work myself up
to a foreman’s position where I am now.”
			Julio Torres, Foreman

“Forget the suit and tie and welcome to my board room.
I started working soon after graduation making as
much money as some of my educators; and now I am a
supervisor with a crew of five.”
			
Austin Engel, Milling Foreman

“For a young kid coming up, this is the opportunity of a
lifetime. Great pay, great benefits, and look--you get to
play with the big trucks!”
			
Kerry Jeffries, Site Superintendent

“I wanted to be a part of something bigger than myself.
I wanted a career that I could be proud of. I started in
the aggregates when I was 18 years old. I worked my way
through the operations, and now I’m the operations
manager and have about 70 people reporting to me.”
		
Jason Madewell, Regional Operations Mgr.
AAPA 4th Quarter 2021 | 11
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KEEP IT CLEAN, ARKANSAS

ARDOT Rolls Out Anti-Litter Campaign
With Keep It Clean, Arkansas Video
The Arkansas Department of Transportation (ARDOT)
added new material to the Keep It Clean, Arkansas antilitter campaign this week with a new educational video
available on the Department’s YouTube channel.
ARDOT launched the campaign in October at the
Arkansas State Fair, providing information to those
interested in taking a proactive approach to litter and
wanting to get involved with the Adopt-A-Highway (AAH)
program.
“People may not realize it, but long-term damage occurs
when litter hits the highway,” explained Holly Butler,
executive assistant for ARDOT’s Public Information Office.
“Trash doesn’t just stay on the side of the road. It also gets
washed into nearby rivers, lakes and streams, and pollutes
waterways and aquatic habitats.”
Arkansas has the 12th largest highway system in
the nation with more than 16,000 miles of roadway to

maintain and keep litter-free. For every 1 mile of road,
Arkansas averages 2,000 pieces of trash — that adds up to
almost 32 million pieces of litter each year.
The AAH program helps address litter by allowing
volunteers such as individuals, groups and organizations
to pick up trash along the highway. With more than 900
groups across the state — and more added each day —
there is an ongoing effort to keep Arkansas clean.
“Even with that many volunteers, ARDOT still spends
an average of $5 million each year picking up trash,” Butler
said. “One of my duties is to oversee the Adopt-A-Highway
program. We absolutely love our volunteers, but it’s clear
that picking up trash isn’t the problem—littering is.”
The video will be available for public use on ARDOT’s
YouTube channel, found at www.youtube.com/myARDOT.
Follow us on Twitter @IDriveArkansas for traffic and @myARDOT
for everything else.
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Conference Speakers
Sneak Peek
Danny Gierhart,
Asphalt Institute
Danny Gierhart, P.E., has been the
Asphalt Institute’s Southeastern
Regional Engineer since 2009,
primarily serving the states of Texas,
Oklahoma, Arkansas, Louisiana,
Mississippi, Alabama, and Florida.
He earned his Civil Engineering
degree from the University of Oklahoma in 1985, and has
been a registered professional engineer since 1990. He
has had a diverse career, working in industry, agency, and
academia. His 20 years with the Oklahoma DOT included
3 years roadway inspection and 5 years in research and
development. For most of his ODOT career, he held the
position of Bituminous Engineer, managing both the
liquid asphalt and asphalt mix laboratories, plus writing
all asphalt-related specifications for the agency. He spent
4 years in industry as Materials Engineer for Broce
Construction Company, managing all asphalt mix design,
QC/QA, and materials cost estimating for the company
in Oklahoma, Texas, Kansas, Colorado, and New Mexico.
He served the College of Engineering at the University of
Oklahoma as an adjunct instructor from 1999 to 2010,
teaching CE 5303, “Asphalt Materials and Mix Design.”
David Miguel,
Underground Safety & Supply, LLC
David Miguel has over 28 years of
experience in construction, mining,
and general industry safety and
health. David is a 1988 graduate of
Boston College. He is an approved
OSHA 10 and 30-hour outreach
instructor in construction safety and
health and is a certified MSHA safety instructor for surface
mining. Davis is also authorized by the American Safety
& Health Institute as a Level 3 Instructor for First Aid,
CPR, and AED. He holds a Safety and Health Specialist
Certification from the National Safety Council. David
provides motivational/high impact safety presentations as
well as safety training, safety consulting, safety equipment,
and confined space entry and rescue services to the
construction, manufacturing, and mining industries
throughout the country. Whether David is working with
an international, national, regional, or local company, he
prides himself on a truthful, common sense, practical, and
highly personal approach to safety and health.
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AAPA
Quality Conference
January 6-7, 2022
Speakers and schedule subject to change.

Thursday, January 6
11:30 am-12:30 pm: Lunch
1:00-1:15 pm: Welcome Max Mathis, AAPA Chairman
1:15-1:45 pm: FHWA Update Vivien Hoang, FHWA
1:45-2:15 am: ARDOT Update Lorie Tudor, ARDOT Director
2:15-3:00 pm: Achieving Smooth & Quiet Asphalt
Pavements Danny Gierhart, Asphalt Institute
3:00-3:30 pm: Break
3:30-3:45 pm: AAPA S.A.F.E. Award Presentation Cindy Williams, Time Striping
ARDOT Perpetual Pavement Award Max Mathis, AAPA Chairman;
Park Estes, AAPA Executive Director
3:45-4:45 pm: Designing for Perpetual Pavement
Danny Gierhart, Asphalt Institute
4:45 – 4:50 pm: Closing Remarks – Day 1
Max Mathis, AAPA Chairman
5:00 – 6:00 pm: Reception
Friday, January 7
9:00 – 9:15 am: Welcome & Opening Remarks Max Mathis, AAPA Chairman
9:15 – 10:00 am: Emergency Action Plans for
Asphalt Plants
David Miguel, Underground Safety & Supply, LLC
10:00 – 11:30 am: Workshop: Asphalt Mixture
Design – Balanced Mixture Design;
Reduced Design Gyrations; Aggregate Effects
Kevin D. Hall, University of Arkansas
11:30 – 11:45 am: Conference Wrap-Up
Steve Frisbee, ARDOT; Max Mathis, AAPA Chair.
5 PDH Available

See registration form for details.

A R K A N S A S A S P H A LT PAV E M E N T A S S O C I AT I O N
2 0 2 2 Q u ality Asp h a lt Pa vin g Co n fe r e n ce
J A N U A R Y 6 - 7 , 2 0 2 2 (T
( T h u r sd a y & F r id a y )

E m ba ssy S u i tes, 113 0 1 Financial Centr e Pkwy. , Little Rock, AR 72211

Registration Form

Early Registration Deadline: Dec. 20, 2021

REGISTER ONLINE at www.arasphalt.com
Contact Information

Sponsorship Opportunities

Name: ___________________________________________________
Email/Phone: _____________________________________________
Company: ________________________________________________
Address: _________________________________________________
City: _________________________ State: _______ Zip: __________

Registration Prices
Early Registration

Late Registration

Onsite

$225

$250

$275

on or before 12/20

on or before 1/5

List All Attendees - PRINT NAMES CLEARLY
1. ______________________________________
2. ______________________________________
3. ______________________________________
4. ______________________________________
5. ______________________________________
6. ______________________________________
7. ______________________________________
8. ______________________________________

□Lunch Thurs?
□Lunch Thurs?
□Lunch Thurs?
□Lunch Thurs?
□Lunch Thurs?
□Lunch Thurs?
□Lunch Thurs?
□Lunch Thurs?

If you need more space for additional attendees, copy this form.

All sponsors will have their company name appear on
the agenda, on the website, on signage made
especially for the event, as well as being recognized
during the event. We appreciate your contribution to
the future of our industry.

Gold ($750)
Silver ($500)
Bronze ($250)
Friend ($______)
Important Information
Please indicate whether each attendee will be at
lunch on Thursday. We will order food based on
these numbers.
COVID Guidelines & Cancellation Policy:
• Masks are recommended during this event if
you have not been fully vaccinated.
• If you are unable to attend due to COVID (you
test positive or are quarantined), your
registration payment will roll over to the 2023
Conference.

TOTAL AMOUNT OWED: $____________
Payment Options

□
□
□

Bill Me
Check (made payable to AAPA) #_______________
*CC #: _________-_________-_________-_________ Exp Date: _______________ CVV (3 #’s on back of card) _______
Name on Card: _______________________________ Signature: __________________________________________
Signature recognizes that you understand all attendee policies and requirements.

* A $10 convenience fee per attendee will be applied to credit card transactions.

Hotel Information
The Embassy Suites is located at 11301 Financial Centre Pkwy. in Little Rock. Reservations should be made by
calling 1-800-HILTONS. Mention you are with the AR Asphalt Pavement Association in order to get the special room
rate of $96.00. Room block will be held until December 8, 2021.
Mail Registration Form with Payment to: PO Box 24304, Little Rock, AR 72221 OR Email to office@arasphalt.com

Cancellations received in writing before December 20th will be considered for a refund. “No shows” won’t be refunded; substitutions are allowed.
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DRIVE SAFE, WORK SAFE, SAVE LIVES

Drive Safe,
Work Safe,
Save Lives
By David Nilles

Reprinted with permission from ARDOT

National Work Zone Awareness Week was held
across the nation April 26 - 30. Now in its 21st
year, the annual awareness campaign spreads the
message that we are all responsible for driving
safely and cautiously through work zones.
With a theme of “Drive Safe, Work Safe, Save
Lives,” this year’s National Kickoff Event was hosted
by the Michigan Department of Transportation on
April 27 and was livestreamed.
Throughout the week, ARDOT aired videos
on its Twitter account, @myardot, from various
JEREMY STOKES, Construction Inspector, District 6 – R.E. 65, Pulaski County
construction sites around the state urging motorists
to slow down and be safe.
As part of the campaign in Little Rock, some bridges but also for construction workers on the job in those zones,”
and buildings were illuminated in orange lights. Among ARDOT Director Lorie Tudor stated. “It is important for
them were the Junction Bridge Pedestrian Walkway, Main motorists to observe work zone speed limits and eliminate
Street Bridge, Clinton Presidential Park Bridge, Big Dam
distractions when approaching and driving through work
Bridge, Two Rivers Park Bridge, Union Plaza Building
zones. Let’s hope 2021 can be a year where we see fewer
and Simmons Bank Building in Little Rock’s River
crashes in work zones than we did the year before.”
Market District. The Arkansas Heart Hospital
Arkansas’ 2021 Work Zone Awareness Week
in Saline County also joined in lighting their
partners included the Little Rock Convention
building in orange.
and Visitors Bureau, Pulaski County Road
Statistics from the National Work
and Bridge, the Union Plaza Building,
Zone Safety Information Clearinghouse
Simmons Bank and Arkansas Heart
show there were 762 fatal crashes in work
Hospital-Saline County.
zones resulting in 842 deaths in 2019. The
National Work Zone Awareness
majority of those crashes were rear end accidents.
Week was formed by the American Traffic
In addition, 135 roadway workers were killed in
Safety Services Association (ATSSA), the
work zones in 2019.
American Association of State Highway and
“ARDOT asks everyone to remember that construction
Transportation Officials (AASHTO) and the Federal
zones can be dangerous places not only for those in vehicles
Highway Administration (FHWA).
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SAFELY SHARE THE ROAD

Safely Share the Road
By Britni Padilla-Dumas

Reprinted with permission from ARDOT

Surely, most of us have seen or heard a public service
campaing calling road users to safely share the orad, but
what does that mean, really? Isn’t this common sense?
It feels like it would be; most of us have been behind the
wheel for at least a decade—shouldn’t we have the hang of
it by now?
Unfortunately, data shows that isn’t the case. A motor
vehicle struck and killed a pedestrian every 85 minutes in
2019—that is unacceptable.

KNOWLEDGE IN NUMBERS
Nationally, 846 cyclists were killed in traffic crashes in
2019. A pedestrian was killed every 85 minutes in 2019.
Yes, we already said that, but it’s worth repeating—6,205
human beings left their home one day and never returned.
This issue doesn’t exclude the Natural State; in Arkansas,
there were 58 pedestrian deaths in 2019 and 107 were
seriously injured. Fatal crashes took two cyclists and
another 24 suffered injuries.
The National Highway Traffic Safety Administration
(NHTSA) aims to be the global leader in motor vehicle
and highway safety. Through their extensive research—like
the crash data from 2019 that I cited above— they provide
the public with useful information, safety standards and
enforcement ideas to save lives, prevent injuries and
reduce economic costs due to road traffic crashes. One
of their messages is for road users to safely share what
already belongs to all of us—enter the Share the Road
campaign.
The goal of Arkansas’ Share the Road messaging is to
provide travelers with information on laws, policies, maps
and resources to commute safely on Arkansas’ roadways,
whether by walking, cycling or driving.
BE PROACTIVE
Pedestrians aren’t crashing into bicycles or vehicles, but
there are steps you can take to mitigate the risk that comes
with walking near traffic. For example, always walk facing
traffic and be predictable. Use the crosswalk, and if one
isn’t available, cross in the best-lit location and wait for
a gap in traffic. Maintain your situational awareness by
keeping your senses in tune with the surroundings—use
only one earbud if listening to music. Cyclists aren’t
demolishing vehicles, but you can ride defensively and
cultivate safer choices that lend topredictably. Always ride
with traffic.

Protect your brain and PLEASE WEAR A HELMET. Most
crashes occur in urban areas at night, so plan to stand out
at all times—be bright, reflective and use lights on your
bike. Do everything you can to protect yourself.
Abiding by so many safety measures may seem tedious,
but I promise, your life is worth it. We can’t ignore,
however, that the leading cause of traffic fatalities is
careless driving. It basically boils down to this: drivers are
in control of a two-ton death machine on wheels. Sure,
we can offer more tips on safe cycling and safe walking,
(which we will absolutely do next) but when it comes
down to it, a human being vs. a mobile mound of metal
won’t ever end well for anyone outside the vehicle. That’s
why it is imperative that ALL road users make an effort to
look out for one another.
A UNITED FRONT
We can bring the number of fatalities down, but we have to
do this together. Remember that mention about additional
safety tips? Here they are—this is how we can be more
cognizant, connected and cautious:
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Go
Home
Safe.
Go
Home
Safe.
Everyone. Everyday.

Everyone. Everyday.

Delta Companies Inc.
is a leader
in transportation
construction
and
Delta
Companies
Inc.
maintenance in Arkansas, Illinois, and Missouri.

is a leader in transportation construction and
maintenance in Arkansas, Illinois, and Missouri.
P: (870) 573-6882

www.deltacos.com

P: (870) 573-6882

www.deltacos.com
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ROBERT S. MOORE, JR.

Highway Commission Chairman
Named Distinguished Alumnus
Ouachita Baptist University
(OBU) honored Arkansas
Highway Commission Chairman
Robert S. Moore Jr. at a luncheon
on campus Tuesday, August 31.
University President Dr. Ben
Sells welcomed attendees with
remarks about Chairman Moore,
followed by a presentation of
the Ouachita Baptist University
Distinguished Alumni Award
for Public Service to the State of
Arkansas.
Chairman Moore graduated
from OBU in 1966, commissioned
as a Second Lieutenant in the
United States Army and served
as a pilot in Vietnam. He is a
former Director of the Arkansas
Alcoholic Beverage Control and
former Arkansas Speaker of the
House.
“Chairman Moore is a visionary,” ARDOT Director
Lorie Tudor said. “He was Speaker of the House in 2012
when voters approved the temporary half-cent sales tax

for the Connecting Arkansas
Program, and last year, he was
Chairman of the Highway
Commission when voters
removed the word “temporary”
and made this source of revenue
permanent for state highways,
county roads and city streets.”
Moore has worked under six
different governors, often crossing
party lines for the benefit of
Arkansans.
“I look at moving forward,”
Moore explained, “and continuing
to work on tourism in the Delta,
improving the infrastructure
for the great people of the state
of Arkansas, and bringing
opportunities to the people that
we love and live with in this state.
I want to be a better husband, a
better friend, and I want to work
harder in the fight against social injustice.”
Chairman Moore will continue to serve on the Highway
Commission until January 2023.
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ROADS
LEAD TO
STRONGER
COMMUNITY.
A community’s roads connect us to jobs,
healthcare, daily essentials, friends and
family — and home. Ergon is proud to
provide the materials and support
needed to help build and maintain safe
roadways across America, connecting
us all to what matters most.
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Paths to BMD
Implementation
Reprinted with permission from NCAT
Across the USA, many highway agencies are beginning
the journey toward a new way of designing and accepting
asphalt mixtures using the balanced mix design (BMD)
system. Like pioneers during the American westward
migration in the 19th century, several states have already
crossed into unchartered territory, while others are now
looking for information on the best path to take. To help
with that journey, NCAT has been working on a guide
for BMD implementation as a primary deliverable for
NCHRP project 10 107. The draft implementation guide
is currently being vetted through a stakeholder review
process. A webinar and workshops are being planned for
early 2022. The draft guide includes eight tasks (briefly
described as follows), along with many more details,
recommendations and suggested resources.
NCAT’s draft guide includes eight tasks to BMD
implementation.
Task 1:
Motivations and
Benefits
Although
each agency
will likely have
several reasons
for implementing
BMD tests
and related
specifications,
motives are
typically rooted
in dissatisfaction
with the status
quo. For example,
an agency may
want to improve
the average
service life of their
asphalt overlays

by “weeding out” poor-performing mixes that pass their
existing specifications but just don’t perform well, or they
may want to better assess the impact of using recycled
materials and/or innovative additives on pavement
performance.
The original vision of the Superpave mix design system
was to include mixture performance tests in the mix
design process for moderate and heavily-trafficked
pavements, but the proposed tests from the SHRP program
were only used for a few special projects, primarily because
they were not practical for routine use for the thousands of
mix designs used each year. Most state DOTs have revised
Superpave mix design and binder requirements to make
incremental improvements in the quality of their asphalt
mixtures over the past 20 years. However, the dependence
of the Superpave mix design system on volumetric
requirements to assure good durability, particularly voids
in mineral aggregate (VMA), means volumetric design
criteria are also dependent on an accurate aggregate
bulk specific
gravity, which
unfortunately
has such poor
precision that it
is not a reliable
property to
ensure mixture
durability.
Task 2: Overall
Planning
Implementation
of BMD will
take as much
effort as the
implementation
of Superpave
two decades ago.
To accomplish
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PATHS TO BMD IMPLEMENTATION
this, it is essential to have highway agency and industry
champions who will help overcome institutional challenges
and resistance to change. Successful implementation will
also require a well thought out plan and a joint agencyindustry technical committee to shepherd the process and
make key decisions along the way.
One of the first steps is to set long-term goals and
intermediate milestones. For example, some states may
want to fully implement BMD tests and associated criteria
for mix design and project acceptance of asphalt mixtures,
but will first work toward an intermediate milestone of
implementing BMD just for mix design approval. Other
states may desire to only utilize BMD tests and criteria for
projects on higher traffic, and/or high profile roadways.
In communicating the plan to all stakeholders, it will be
important to provide estimated timelines for the shortterm and long-term goals, as some of the tasks in this plan
are likely to take several years to complete.
Task 3: Selecting Tests
The first major decision along the path to BMD
implementation is the selection of performance tests,
which should begin with a basic understanding of
the types of asphalt pavement distresses that are most
prevalent in the state. Basically, it’s critical to know what
aspects of pavement performance need to be improved –
whether it’s reflection cracking, thermal cracking, moisture
damage problems, raveling, rutting, or some other distress.
Once the BMD technical committee has that established,
important factors to consider in selecting the appropriate
tests include correlation to field performance, cost of the
equipment, test variability and overall turn-around time
from sampling to results. NAPA’s online BMD Resource
Guide is an excellent resource for information on the BMD
tests and many other aspects of BMD implementation.
Click here to access the NAPA BMD Resource Guide.
In order to validate the selected BMD tests, states
are strongly encouraged to consider field experiments
similar to the Long-Term Pavement Performance SPS-9A
experiment, Verification of SHRP Asphalt Specification
and Mix Design (i.e. Superpave). A few pooled-fund
projects, such as the NCAT Test Track and NRRA
experiments, may also be helpful when correlating field
performance to BMD test results, but local experimental
projects using mix designs developed with that state’s
existing criteria and a range of BMD test results will be
crucial for setting appropriate specifications further down
the path of implementation.
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Task 4: Acquiring Needed Resources
Preparing for the purchase of BMD and ancillary
equipment (e.g. ovens, saws, etc.) often needs to be done
well in advance of each organization’s budgeting cycle.
Keep in mind that some existing labs may be constrained
by space or electrical capacity, so additional lab space
and or electrical circuits may also be needed (which will
require even more lead-time). Consideration also needs to
be given to staffing demands, which will largely depend on
the new tests selected, the frequency of testing, and how
many of the existing requirements will remain in-place
once BMD tests are added for mix design approval and/or
production acceptance.
Task 5: Establishing Baseline Data
This task requires significant efforts by each state
and the industry to gather information necessary for
setting appropriate criteria for mix design approval and
acceptance during mix production, assuming the latter is
a goal set by the agency. One source of information will
come from benchmarking studies, which refers to the
testing of existing mix designs across the state to assess
the distribution of results. Each state should conduct its
own benchmarking study, which will have two parts. One
part is for lab-prepared mixes, such as used in mix design.
The second part involves testing plant mix samples to
represent tests for acceptance. Preferably, one lab would be
responsible for conducting the benchmarking testing since
using more labs would introduce between-lab variability in
test results.
Another critical source of information will come from
shadow projects. Shadow projects are paving projects on
which mixes are sampled for the normal acceptance tests,
but additional samples are also pulled for BMD tests that
are performed in the background. Results of the BMD
tests from shadow projects are not used to accept or
reject materials, adjust payment or even to motivate mix
production changes. Rather, the three goals of the shadow
projects are to: (1) better familiarize both agency and
contractor personnel with the selected tests, (2) add to the
database of test results from the benchmarking studies,
and most importantly (3) gather information on typical
production variability. Recommendations on the number
of shadow projects, the number and frequency of BMD
tests per project, and how the samples are prepared and
tested are discussed in the draft implementation guide.

PATHS TO BMD IMPLEMENTATION
Task 6: Specification and Program Development
This task involves the development of the
specifications and quality assurance program to be
used for implementation. The information gathered
from the previous tasks will be used for this effort, and
decisions must be made about what aspects of the current
specifications need to remain the same and what existing
criteria should be relaxed or completely eliminated.
Consideration should be given to how to adapt the
acceptance of lots based on specification criteria with twosided limits (e.g. lab compacted air voids) to test criteria
that are one-sided (e.g. minimum cracking index and
maximum rut depth). If the BMD test results are used for
pay adjustments, then there must be confidence that the
results are truly performance related, which goes back to
the need for field validation experiments in Task 3.
Once the new specifications are vetted by stakeholders,
then it’s time to plan and conduct pilot projects. Pilot
projects are necessary to evaluate the new QA program
requirements under actual contractual conditions. Pilot

YOUR LOCAL INFRASTRUCTURE FORCE.
POWERED BY EMPLOYEE-OWNERSHIP.
We’re a 100% employee-owned multi-faceted contractor
operating in Arkansas, Kansas, Missouri and Oklahoma who
thrives on delivering complex heavy civil projects by developing
innovative infrastructure solutions.
ASPHALT PAVING & SALES
COMMERCIAL

BASEROCK INSTALLATION & GRADING

HEAVY HIGHWAY

RESIDENTIAL

CHIP SEAL

projects will go through the typical bidding-contracting
process with the new QA requirements and specifications
applied, including BMD testing required as part of mixture
design and acceptance. The number of pilot projects
should be determined by the agency, typically starting
with just a few projects in the first year, then increasing to
involve additional districts/regions and contractors each
year. Lessons learned from pilot projects should be used
to assess and modify the specifications and QA program
requirements on a yearly basis, with more frequent
modifications for more acute issues.
Task 7: Adapting Training Programs and Lab
Accreditations
As an agency begins rolling out pilot projects, it will
need to conduct just-in-time training to cover the new
testing requirements and specification changes in the QA
program. Likewise, the agency also needs to establish new
independent assurance requirements for labs conducting
tests used for mix acceptance to ensure the technicians and
equipment meet the requirements of the new procedures.
The state’s ongoing technician training and qualification
program will also need to be adapted to include the
changes and a plan to recertify technicians who are
already qualified but are not familiar with the new tests
and requirements. Many states already have a proficiency
testing program for their current quality assurance tests as
a means to ensure technicians perform the tests correctly
and to continuously evaluate test precision information.
These programs should be expanded to include the new
BMD tests.
Task 8: Initial Implementation
Prior to full implementation of the BMD requirements,
it is essential that the agency communicate the changes
and new requirements to both industry and DOT
personnel. This technology transfer can be accomplished
through webinars, face-to-face meetings and workshops,
and can also be supported by implementation teams
that help contractors and DOT personnel get ready for
the changes, address issues and interpret specification
requirements. The initial implementation should be
viewed as a new beginning with an expectation that the
QA program will continue to evolve toward a system that
efficiently assesses mix characteristics that relate to longterm performance.
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AAPA HOT MIXERS
SPONSORSHIP FORM
If you join the EXCLUSIVE 2022 Hot Mixers Club, your company will receive
special recognition throughout 2022, including:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Quality Conference (Jan. 6-7) – Embassy Suites, Little Rock
Annual Convention (April 12-14) – Oaklawn Resort, Hot Springs
Paving Awards Regional Luncheons (May/June)*
Fall Cook-Off (date TBD)*
Signage at All Events (only available if you sign up by March 11)*
AAPA Quarterly Magazine
o Opportunity to be featured on the cover and member spotlight (if not
featured in the last 3 years)
• Website
• Membership Directory (only available if you sign up by May 1)*

*Events are subject to change due to pandemic restrictions. If events do not take place in person, Hot
Mixers Club members will be featured at virtual events, in email communications, and wherever possible.
Complete this form and return to the AAPA Office by MONDAY, DECEMBER 27, 2021.

 Yes, I would like to join the 2022 Hot Mixers Club for $1,500.00
 CHECK ENCLOSED

 BILL ME

Please print your company name below, exactly as you wish it to appear on all materials.
Company: ___________________________________________________________________
Contact name: ________________________________________________________________
Complete address for billing:
Address: _____________________________________________________________________
City/State: _____________________________ Zip: __________ Phone: __________________
Email: ___________________________________ Signature: __________________________

Please return the form with payment to the AAPA Office.
Mail to PO Box 24304, Little Rock, AR 72221 OR email to office@arasphalt.com
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AAPA Hot Mixers Club 2021
APAC-Central
Asphalt Producers, LLC
Atlas Asphalt, Inc.
Blackstone Construction, LLC
The Cashion Company
Cranford Construction Co.
Creative Design Concepts
Crisp Contractors Inc.
Delta Asphalt
Ergon Asphalt & Emulsions
Forsgren, Inc.
Hutchens Construction
Kiewit
Koss Construction
Lion Oil Co.
Pine Bluff Sand & Gravel Co.
Redstone (Asphalt Products, LLC)
Riggs CAT
Smackover Paving Co.

Save the Date!

Save the Date!

AAPA 2022 Convention
April 12-14, 2022
Oaklawn Resort & Spa, Hot Springs

Casino Night • Golf • Auction
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PERSONNEL UPDATES

Kevin White Named
Right of Way
Division Head

Tom Fisher Selected as
Alternative Project
Delivery Manager

Kevin White has been named
Division Head for the Right of Way
Division effective August 28, 2021.
White has a master’s degree
in transportation engineering
and a bachelor’s degree in civil
engineering from the University
of Arkansas at Fayetteville. He is a
Registered Professional Engineer.
White began his career with
the Department in 1992 as an
Kevin White
Engineering Student Intern. In
1997, he was hired as a Civil Engineer I in the North Little
Rock Resident Engineer’s Office. White has followed the
engineering career path, serving as Resident Engineer
in both the Little Rock and North Little Rock Resident
Engineer’s Offices. White transferred to the position of
Staff Construction Engineer in October 2011. He obtained
his most recent position of Alternative Delivery Project
Manager in October 2017.

Tom Fisher was selected as
the Alternative Project Delivery
Manager effective October 9, 2021.
Fisher has a bachelor’s degree
in civil engineering from the
University of Arkansas in
Fayetteville. He is a Registered
Professional Engineer.
Fisher worked for the
Department as an Engineering
Student Intern prior to being hired
Tom Fisher
in December 2002 to a full-time
position as a Civil Engineer with Resident Engineer Office
#84 in Conway. He followed the construction career path
until promoting to Section Head – Geotechnical in the
Materials Division in November 2012. In May 2015, Tom
transferred to the position of Materials Area Engineer.
He obtained his current position of Staff Construction
Engineer in the Construction Division in December 2017.

Arkansas Asphalt News
Quarterly Magazine

Keep up to date with the latest asphalt pavement industry news in Arkansas with the Arkansas Asphalt Pavement
Association’s Quarterly Publication. Circulation for the AAPA quarterly magazine includes AAPA members, Arkansas
State Highway & Transportation Officials, County Judges, City Officials, State Legislators, Consulting Engineers
and other industry allies.

Advertising Rates
Ad space is available in the sizes listed below in full color.
Placement of less than full page ads varies by quarter.
Full Page (7.50” wide X 10” tall): $650 per issue
Half Page (7.50” wide X 5” tall): $550 per issue
Third Page (2.75” wide X 10” tall): $450 per issue
Quarter Page (3.75” wide X 5” tall): $350 per issue
Sixth Page (5” wide X 2.5” tall): $275 per issue
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Material Specifications
Completed ads must be press ready, 300 dpi, 150 line
screen, 100% actual size, and include all embedded
images and fonts. Submit ads electronically to:
office@arasphalt.com
If you do not have a completed ad, we will set your ad
for you for $25. Please submit your ad copy in one of the
following formats: PDF, TIFF, EPS, JPG, along with any
photos/logos to be included in the ad. You will receive an
emailed ad proof to approve.
P.O. Box 24304
Little Rock, Arkansas 72221
(501) 219-1100 • FAX: (501) 219-0884
www.arasphalt.com
office@arasphalt.com

AAPA
Young Leaders
Division
The AAPA Young
Leaders participate in
at least 2 events
annually.
Past events
have included:
•Arkansas Capitol
Building Tour
•U of A Engineering
Lab Tour
•Razorback Baseball
Game
•Branson Networking
Event with MAPA
•Fall BBQ Cook-Off
Are you under 45
and interested in
joining the AAPA YLD?
It’s easy!
Just email:
office@arasphalt.com.

manhattanroadandbridge.com

DALE COLE

CHAIRMAN & CEO

BORIS DOVER
PRESIDENT & COO

First Community Bank is proud to be
the recipient of the Forbes 2020 BESTIN-STATE BANKS for Arkansas!

www.firstcommunity.net

SALT CREEK PAVING & CONSTRUCTION CO., INC.
• ASPHALT PAVING/SPRAY PAVING

1525 Mary Kay Blvd.
P.O. Box 1379
Benton, AR 72018

501-315-6833

• CEMENT/LIME STABILIZATION
• CHIP SEALING
• SUBDIVISION/ROADWAYS
• GRADING AND BASE WORK
• COMMERCIAL LOTS/DRIVES

HIGHWAY/HEAVY CONSTRUCTION

It’s time to start
breaking ground.
Excavation - Asphalt
Concrete - Utilities
2000 S. 1st St. Rogers, AR 72758
479.636.5516
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